Novel control of plasma expansion direction aimed at very low pressure laser-induced plasma spectroscopy.
A plasma confinement approach has been applied to enhance the signal intensity of laser-induced plasma in low pressure conditions down to 10(-2) torr. Detection of plasma emission spectrum is a daunting task at low pressure due to the low electron density and the short persistence time of plasma that undergoes a rapid expansion. Here we devised a spatial confinement setup that increases the electron density at various range of low pressures. A confining window is placed above the sample surface to control the direction of the expanding plasma aimed at optimizing the efficiency of the low pressure detection. More ions, atoms, and molecules can reach the detector by a direction-controlled confinement of an otherwise freely expanding plasma. The spectral intensities of neutral atoms increased up to 4 times with a single laser pulse by the proposed confining method at 1 torr. The signal of doubly ionized carbon atom which was detectable only at low pressure is also enhanced 4 times. The results of this study provide an important guideline for strengthening the otherwise weak signals at low pressure by controlling the plasma expansion direction.